
Chapter 1: The Politics Behind This

Key Points
* The Non-aggression principle and Non-interventionism
* The state is bad and unnecessary 
* Libertarianism in Society
* Opposition to Conscription

The Non-aggression principle and Non-interventionism
We as PrivadoyGenteists and Libertarians believe in the non-aggression principle(NAP). The 
NAP is a belief and ideology, that says it's wrong to start an aggression against other people or 
their property. This principle will be implemented within the PrivadoyGenteist(PG) society. We  
as PG’s learned from libertarians and we agree with them in politics and what they call non-
interventionism(NI). Non-interventionism means that it is bad, for a community or country to 
intervene in the affairs of another community or country. The NI considers war and economic 
sanctions as interventionism. Thats why the NI is opposed to wars and economic embargoes. We 
as Libertarians and PG’s will follow a non-interventionist policy. We as libertarians believe that all 
forms of interventionism, enlarge(makes bigger) the problems and affects the reputation and fame 
of the countries. We as libertarians also believe that the only way to intervene in a conflict is and 
will be in self-defense. In other words, the only way to attack another country, will be in response 
to an attack already done by them. All this could take two forms, create a military operation to 
counter an invasion within the libertarian territory. The second option, will be to attack the 
aggressive country. Non libertarians countries, will simply avoid armed conflict, by  not messing 
with the libertarian communities. In case countries with state, have already attacked a free 
community, they will have to pay for the damages, if they do not want to have problems. We as 
PrivadoyGenteists(PGs) propose and support free trade and non-interventionism.

The state is bad and unnecessary
Well the state is a coercive organization, ruining almost everything it touches. The state is very 
oppressive and monopolistic. That is why, you should not leave the service of security and 
defense in the hands of that coercive organization. Because in any case, the state will use its 
armed wing(military and police) for their statist and oppressive purposes. That is why in this 
times(2015) we watch and listen about many war conflicts and police brutality. In conclusion, it is 
very wrong for the state to give the security and defense services. It's like hiring a thief, to protect 
you. The state steals from you and then tells you, it's for your own good.

Libertarianism in Society
Well one is a libertarian, so the arguments are given from a libertarian point of view. That is why 
security and defense will be a little different to what we see today. For example, we will be a more 
tolerant society, so people will not get arrested because drunk driving, they do drugs or smoke. 
That is the personal and private life of each person and we must respect those decisions. So the 
private police forces will not bother the people because they are living their lives as they want. As 
for foreign policy, the private military brands will practice the non-interventionism. Because as 
libertarians believe that militarism doesn’t work and creates more enemies. To be honest the 
militaristic regimes do not last and they collapse. Either by an internal force or external force. The 
only purpose that the private police forces will have and will be to protect the property and lives 
of its customers.
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Opposition to Conscription
From a libertarian point of view, it is wrong that people are forced to do things that they do not 
want. But also from a strategic point of view, it is wrong because the conscripted will face 
professional soldiers and it is almost a guaranteed defeat. So it is believed that it will be better if 
conscription gets abolish or prohibited, because it violates the freedoms and weakens the security. 
The odds of winning decrease when you use conscripted soldiers. Conscription generates a bad 
reputation and opposition in society.

Chapter 2 : The Privatization of Security and The Multi-Task System

Key Points
*Privatization, Decentralization and Competition in a Free Market
*What is the Multi-Task System
*Multi-Task System in Society 

Privatization, Decentralization and Competition in a Free Market
Because the state ruins everything it touches, the security and defense will be provided by 
someone else. That someone else is the private sector and the charity sector. This will mean, that 
private brands that will provide security and defense will compete in the free market. These 
private brands are theoretically called PMI(private military insurances) and PPI(private police 
insurances). These private brands will compete for clients. Generally what they will protect, will 
be the property and life of their clients. The private police brands will protect their clients, from 
the criminals who want to hurt them. The private military insurances will protect their clients from 
foreign statist attacks. As an old Senator said, security and defense should be offered in the free 
market as any other service, this will make it possible for it to innovate and become more 
accessible.

What is the Multi-Task System
 Theoretically the multi-task system is the military unification of all the military branches in to one. 
In other words, its a unified training course. The soldiers in this case, will be multi-taskers, they 
will be able to complete different tasks. For example, the new cadets and recruits will be trained in 
areas such as, ground fighting, aircraft combat, naval fighting, intelligence and cyber warfare. All 
this knowledge and training will create the multi-tasking soldier, a soldier capable of fighting on 
any terrain and under any circumstance. This will happen, due to the believe that military branches 
do not exist, what does exist are different missions that will be accomplished at any time and in 
any terrain. This is also due to the other believe that, in order to have many military branches, you 
need a lot of people, but if you don’t have that much people you must innovate or die. So 
basically, they will need to work with whatever they have and transform their brands into 
competitive and decent security forces.

Multi-Task System in Society 
As it has been said before, the multi-task system is the unification of all the military branches in to 
one single training course. If the multi-task system works in the military, it might work in society 
with a few tweaks. It might even be used by the private police brands. For example, police cadets 
can be trained in areas like patrolling, forensics, detective work, etc. That will create a multi-
tasking police force. If this system work for the police and the military, it might be used by the 
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rest of society. If one day there is a shortage of workers and cannot be brought from the outside, 
the people will need to improvise and start doing multi-tasking chores.
Chapter 3: The Bernardist Philosophy 

Introduction 
Bernardism is an attempt to create a security and defense doctrine with libertarian and anti-state 
values. It is called Bernardism after Bernardo Salamanca Huerta, one of the founders of the 
Privadoygenteist movement. Basically Bernardism is composed of tactics and suggestions 
directed to the private security and defense brands, such as the private military insurances and 
private police insurances, that will exist in the future. Bernardism is also an attempt to answer the 
question of in a stateless society who will provide the security and defense?

Dividing Bernardism
*Bernardism for the Military
*Bernardism for the Police

Military Ranks(Four Rank System)
Key Points
*What is the four rank system
*What are the ranks

What is the four rank system
This will mean, that the military ranks will only be four, today there are more than eight. With this 
system there will be a reduction of ranks, so only four will exist. The people with those ranks will 
get promoted every four years. The ranks will be explain below.

What are the ranks
The ranks are the following. In order from the lowest to the highest. The Brave(the lowest rank), 
Master Commander(the one who commands the braves), Director(the one who creates military 
strategies and commands the master commanders) and finally the Strategist(there will be only 
one per brand and he will create military strategies with the help of the directors, he will command 
all the ranks). Usually the youngest members will be the braves, the oldest members will be the 
directors and the most experienced director will be the strategist. Someone from the middle will 
teach and command the braves. The strategist can be replaced and whoever replaces the strategist 
will come from the directors down below.

Renaming Military Structures 
Key Points
*What does this means
*Why the renaming
*How will things get renamed

What does this means
Well this will mean, that some military structures will be renamed or they will be abolished. 
Certain structures such as teams, regiments and historical units. 

Why the renaming
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Due to the fact that this new system(multi-task system) wants to modernized the armed 
forces(private military insurances), so some old structures will need to be abolished. So then the 
private military brands will represent their own brand, camp or base. 

How will things get renamed
There will be a privatization and decentralization of the armed forces. This will mean, that there 
will be a lot of private brands that will provide the service of defense. These brands will practice 
the S.A.L.I.O.(previously called multi-tasking training) training. The four rank system will also be 
used by the private military brands. With this process there will be different brands that will 
provide the defense service, so there will be different military bases that will belong to different 
private military brands. So the military personnel will represent different private brands.

The Tasks of the Private Military Insurances 
Key Points
*The Tasks
*Non-Combat Tasks
*Combat Tasks

The Tasks
Well the main task of the private military insurances will be to protect the life, liberty and property 
of their clients. In order to do this, they will need to perform certain tasks and accomplish several 
missions. Their tasks and duties will be divided in two, Non-combat and combat tasks. This will 
be explained below.

Non-Combat Tasks
Most non-combat tasks will focus mainly in the maintenance of the military equipment and bases. 
In other words, they will clean and take care of their equipment and bases that they will use. The 
military recruitment will be a task that might be included in this list or category.

Combat Tasks
As we said before, the private military brands will have the S.A.L.I.O. training, this will mean that 
the cadets will receive a unified training course. This will mean that they will receive training 
belonging to different military branches, in one single unified course. So the cadets will be trained 
in order to combat in different terrains and environments, such as sea, air, land, intelligence and 
online(cyber warfare). That is why the training is called S.A.L.I.O. So since they will have a 
unified training they will train in different disciplines that right now(2015) belong to different 
branches. For example, as part of their land combat training, they will receive ground fighting 
techniques, use of vehicles, artillery, small arms training, anti-aircraft equipment, anti-vehicle 
training, military formation techniques. As part of their sea combat they will receive training like 
the use of combat ships, submarines, naval mines and naval missiles training, combat diving and 
amphibious assaults. As part of their air combat training, they will learn to pilot aircraft, air 
combat fighting, air bombardment, the use of helicopters, rappelling, combat airborne, the use of 
unmanned aircraft and air rescue training. Finally as part of their intelligence and cyber warfare 
training, they will learn espionage techniques, intelligence gathering, sabotage, infiltration and 
hacking. Police training might also be added. Tasks such as patrolling and investigation. So a S.A.
L.I.O. will be a soldier that will be able to fight in many fields, either in sea, air, land, intelligence 
and online. The free market S.A.L.I.O. s will be there.
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Education and Training of the Private Military Insurances
Key Points
*What type of education is necessary to join the PMI’s
*What type of training they will get in the PMI’s

What type of education is necessary to join the PMI’s
Some people say, that in order to be a good soldier you need to have courage and bravery. Also 
education is important, because the more education you have the better for your ego. So the S.A.
L.I.O.s will need to have some sort of education. They must at least know how to read and write. 
A good suggestion will be for them to already have a finished career in a civilian field. In other 
words to have a career diploma. With their career diploma, they can have a purpose in life after 
leaving the private military service. Because the free market education will be more accessible, we 
theorized that most cadets that will joined, will already have a career diploma before joining. Also 
because foreign diplomas will be valid. 

What type of training they will get in the PMI’s
Once the people who are interested join the private military brands, they will receive the S.A.L.I.
O. training and if they withstand the training for four years, they will be promoted. For example, if 
the braves withstand the training they will be promoted to the master commander rank. Later on, 
they will command a new generation of braves. This will mean, that the average commander will 
be four years older than the brave he commands. That’s why we have theorized that the S.A.L.I.
O.s will be younger than their statist counterparts.  

Internal Defense and Counterinsurgency 
Key Points
*What is the Internal Defense
*Counter-invasion Methods
*Counterguerrilla and Counterinsurgency Methods

What is the Internal Defense
The internal defense is when the battles and operations take place inside the community(country) 
that the private military insurances protect. The home country of both, clients and private military 
insurances. So internal defense is divided in two scenarios. Down below the two scenarios.

Counter-invasion Methods
The first scenario is an invasion. In other words, foreign statist armed forces decide to invade a 
community that is being protected by a private military insurance. There are some tactics so that 
the PMI’s can fight against the invader. For example, the mobilization of the S.A.L.I.O.s and the 
charity warriors(citizen armed militias). These militias will fight guerrilla style against the invader 
and they will receive mechanized support from the PMI’s. With the mix of guerrilla fighting style 
and technological support, they will be able to confront the invaders.

Counterguerrilla and Counterinsurgency Methods
The second scenario will be counterguerrilla and counterinsurgency. This is when armed groups 
take control of cities and areas, in a military fashion style. There are different methods and tactics 
in order to fight back against these groups. The PMI’s will be able to use intelligence, gather 
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intelligence and making reconnaissance of the terrain. They can also spy, infiltrate and sabotage 
the insurgents. Another method is to make patrols using helicopters, by foot or vehicles. Also they 
can use invisible patrol methods(use of spies against the enemy). They can also use infantry 
trained units. Another tactic is called Bajadorism, this will consist in capturing important assets 
that belong to the enemy such as vehicles, weapons, money and property.

Also the PMI’s can use a reward system, in order to involve the citizens and get information 
regarding the insurgents. In order to avoid the citizens from joining the insurgents, the PMI’s will 
collaborate with other brands in order to create free market infrastructure and social programs. 
We have called this tactic Internal San Juanism. Because the enemy will be fought by using 
force, but the citizens will get free market infrastructure and social programs.

External Defense
Key Points
*What is the External Defense
*Types of External Defense
*How will the External Defense be fought

What is the External Defense
The external defense is when the battles and operations are fought in the rival’s territory. This 
means that the battles are fought in a foreign place, far from the clients and PMI’s home.

Types of External Defense
The external defense is divided in two ways. The first way of attacks will consist in a quick in and 
out attack(air bombing and missile launching) and the second way will be a full scale invasion of 
the enemy’s territory.

How will the External Defense be fought
The external defense will start when an aggressor(probably a state) attacks a client’s property and 
the aggressor refuses to pay money to cover the damages. After trying to get a deal and make him 
pay money and he still refuses, an attack will start. The attack can be in and out attacks. For 
example, air bombing of statist property. Maybe to send small units in order to demolish statist 
property. If the aggressor pays for the previous damages he caused to the client, everything ends 
there. But if he decide to continue fighting, a war will be declared against his territory. If he still 
refuses to pay, the counter-resistance operations will begin, by using Native Auxiliary Forces. If 
the aggressor loses the war, his territory might become a stateless society.    
Trials for the Military
Key Points
*What are the Trials for the Military
*How will these trials take place

What are the Trials for the Military
These trials will be trials in which a participant is part of a private military insurance. If the 
members of a PMI, commit a crime they will have the right to have a trial. 

How will these trials take place
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Well in these trials, the private military person is either the accused or the accuser. They will have 
to present their case in a private court in a free market. There will be no special privileges for the 
members of the security and defense brands, this includes soldiers and police officers. They will be 
like any other citizen, with the same rights and obligations. The shame and public 
humiliation(some judges will have their own tv show) will make the members of the security and 
defense brands to behave in a good way. 

Prisoners of War and Missing In Action 
Key Points
*What are the Prisoners of War and Missing in Action 
*Prisoners of War
*Missing In Action

What are the Prisoners of War and Missing in Action 
During the wartime there are soldiers that get captured by the enemy, those soldiers are called 
prisoners of war. Also there are some soldiers who dissappear or get lost during the battles, those 
soldiers are called missing in action. Down below, a small opinion and guess of what can happen 
to these soldiers in a stateless society.

Prisoners of War
Prisoners of war of any side can be interchanged for other prisoners that have been previously 
captured. A very uncommon use for the prisoners of war is to use them as workers, but this is not 
convenient because some of them are injured or deadly wounded. The S.A.L.I.O.s can learn 
tactics so that they can avoid been captured. Tactics such as escape, evasion and suicide by using 
cyanide pills. This will be added to the counter-torture techniques, due to the believe of Death 
Before Dishonor.

Missing In Action
Well the missing in action are soldiers like their name says, they got lost during battle literally. 
There are two options for them, the first option is to accept that they are gone and the second 
option is to send special squads to search and rescue them. If they are found, they might get 
medical attention. 

Police Ranks
Key Points
*What are the Police Ranks
*Which are Those

What are the Police Ranks
Well the police ranks will be as their name says, ranks that will inform what duties and hierarchy 
the police will follow. There will be four ranks, which will be explain below.

Which are Those
There will be four police ranks. We will start with the lowest rank, which is the Patrolman. 
These police officers will patrol the streets, but they will be paramilitarized because there will be 
freedom to have weapons. The second rank, will be police members called the Staff. The staff 
will be made up from forensics, detectives, people who do paperwork and patrolman 
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commanders. Above the staff, there will be the Local Chief. The local chief will be above the 
staff and the patrolmen. The local chief commands the office, where he commands the staff and 
patrolmen. The highest rank is the Strategist. The strategist is the boss of all the local chiefs. 
Because the police will be privatized and decentralized, there will be lots of private brands that 
will offer their service in the free market. So each brand, will have its own strategist. The future 
strategists will come out from the local chiefs.

Renaming Police Structures 
Key Points
*Why renaming the structures
*How will the structures be rename

Why renaming the structures
As we said before, the police will be privatized and decentralized so there will be many brands 
that will offer the police services. So the police offices will belong to different brands. This will 
explain why certain police organizations will not exist.  Due to the fact that our private police 
insurances will exist in a libertarian open-minded society, certain organizations with conservative 
or statist ties will be abolish. For example, organizations such as the DEA, the border patrol, the 
ATF, ICE, tax crime units and counter-narcotics units. Due to the fact, that in our society drugs 
will be legal and free immigration will exist.

How will the structures be rename
Due to the fact that the police will be privatized and decentralized, they will be able to solve many 
crimes. These crimes will go from cyber crimes to sexual crimes and everything in between. These 
detectives will not tell you, that they are from a certain unit, they will only tell you that they work 
for a private brand. They will have the name of the private police brand on their badge. There will 
be many private brands, due to the free market.

Police Tasks
Key Points
*What will be their tasks
*Opinion

What will be their tasks
Basically the tasks of the private police brands will be to protect the life, liberty and property of 
their clients. In order to do this, the private police brands will patrol the homes of their clients. All 
this with intention to protect the clients and their property from the criminals and statists. Both 
groups the criminals and the statists will represent a serious threat to the life, liberty and property 
of the citizens. 

Other tasks that the private police brands will do, is stuff like arrests, checkpoints and raids. This 
will be very uncommon to see it. There will be checkpoints when the police are searching for a 
criminal or for a missing person. 

Opinion
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Due to the libertarianism of the society, plus the privatization and decentralization of the police 
the society will become more peacefully. Also the bad image that the police have right now(2015) 
will fade away.

Police Education and Training
Key Points
*Necessary education to join
*Education once inside

Necessary education to join
Some say that the only thing police officers need is bravery. Some also say, that education is 
important. The minimum requirement to become a police officer, will be to at least know how to 
read and write. But if they have more education, good for them. A good suggestion if for them to 
already have a career diploma before joining the police, this is because if they get injured as a 
police officer, they can continue in some other civil career. It will also be helpful if people with 
diplomas in forensic and police sciences join the police.

Education once inside
There will be police academies that will be private and they will represent different brands. There 
the people interested in joining the police will receive training such as patrolling, investigations 
and forensic sciences. Once they graduate from the academy, they will start as patrolmen and if 
they continue working with time they will get promoted to another rank.

Raciology Tips
Key Points
*What is Raciology
*Why is this necessary
*Some examples of Race

What is Raciology
Raciology is the scientific and historic study of the human races. It doesn’t promote 
discrimination, separatism, supremacism or apartheid. It is part of anthropology which studies 
human physical characteristics and history. 

Why is this necessary
Raciology which is the scientific study of human races, can be use by the private police brands, in 
order to help them to do a better job. There will only be two uses for raciology by the private 
police brands. The first use will be in order to help them(PPI’s) identify criminals. The second use 
will be, in order to help them search for missing people or to identify a corpse. Because once the 
race of the criminals or missing people is known, it will be easier to identify them.

Some examples of Race
Below there will be a small list of races and their description. This list will be similar to the one, 
that the private police insurances will have. Mixed races are not listed, but once races are known, 
it will be easier to identify people of mixed race. 

Caucasoid Race(White Race)
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The white race is divided in three, in others words there are three type of whites.

*Alpinoid = They are people that have pinkish and milky skin. They have natural red-orange-
brownish hair and sometimes black hair. Honey like eyes and sometimes blue eyes. Originally they 
come from the Alps, but they can be found in places such as the United Kingdom, Ireland, France, 
Germany, the Netherlands, the United States and Canada.

*Mediterranoid = They are people with natural tan-brown skin. They have curly and greasy black 
hair. They have a hooked nose, they have big brown-black eyes that are very shiny. They 
originally come from the Mediterranean zone, but they can be found in places such as Italy, 
Greece, the Iberian Peninsula, South of France, the Middle East, North Africa, the Indian 
Subcontinent, Afghanistan, Iran and Latin-America.

*Nordid = They are people with natural gold-like skin. They have natural blonde hair and 
eyebrows. Generally they are tall with blue eyes. Originally they come from the 
Scandinavian(former Viking countries) countries. But they also can be found in places such as 
Germany, Russia, the Netherlands, Switzerland and the Baltic Countries.

Negroid Race(Black Race) 
The black race is divided in four subraces. In other words, there are four types of blacks.

*Darkcoid = They are people with dark black chocolate type skin. They are the darkest blacks. 
Originally they are from the Central African countries. For example the Congo.

*Lightoid = They are people with light-visible black skin. They are blacks with light skin. 
Originally they are from the west part of Africa, from countries such as Nigeria.

*Ojitoid =  They are people with black skin, but their main characteristic are their small epicanthic 
eyes. They come from southern Africa, from countries such as Botswana. 

*Nosinoid = They are people with black skin, that is also light. Their main characteristic is their 
hooked nose. They come from east Africa, from countries such as Ethiopia and Somalia.

Mongoloid Race(Yellow Race)
The mongoloid yellow race, is divided in three. In other words there are three types of 
mongoloids.

*Malayoid = They are people with yellowish-brownish-tan skin and epicanthic eyes. Originally 
they can be found in countries of Austronesia such as the Philippines, Malaysia, Taiwan, Thailand, 
Laos, Vietnam, Hawaii, Polynesia and South America(as native americans).

*Mountinoid = They are people with yellowish-Reddish skin and epicanthic eyes. But their main 
characteristic is their oval face. Originally they can be found in places such as China, Mongolia, 
Central Asia, North America(as native americans), Artic countries and Russia.
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*Peninsuloid = They are people with yellowish-whitish- milkish skin and epicanthic eyes. They 
can be found in places such as the Korean Peninsula and Japan.

These are the human races in simple terms, for the people. The knowledge of the human races can 
help the private police brands to identify missing people, corpses and criminals. 

Labor Suggestions for the Police
Key Points
*Why are these suggestions for
*What are the suggestions

Why are these suggestions for
There will be some suggestions for the private police brands. This way they will avoid getting 
attacked in public places. Below a list of suggestions.

What are the suggestions
The first suggestion is for the patrolmen, to become paramilitarized and patrol in convoys. 
Another suggestion is for the police headquarters to have their own chef and mechanics. That 
way, the police officers will avoid going to a public place for those services, because that can be 
dangerous. Another suggestion is for the private police brands, to cover their faces with ski masks 
in order to avoid being identified by the criminals. Another suggestion is for the police 
headquarters to have dormitory rooms where police officer can sleep and rest. At last, is for the 
chefs in the police headquarters, to cook or make healthy food, so that police officers get in shape 
and avoid eating in public, because that is dangerous. 

Police Jurisdictions
Key Points
*The Libertarian Justice Code
*The Private Police Insurances Jurisdictions

The Libertarian Justice Code
First of all we need to make this clear, all the private police insurances and private courts will 
follow a libertarian code that will create order in society. This libertarian code will be simple and 
will protect people from the dangers caused by the statists and criminals. For example, it will be 
illegal and a crime to steal, attack, murder, wanting to create a state and raping people. Because 
we are libertarians, it will be legal to use drugs, gambling, same-sex marriages and free 
immigration. This libertarian code will bring peace to society. 

In this libertarian code, the victims will have the chance to negotiate with their aggressors. But 
only for the non-serious crimes. The serious criminals will be reeducated in private reeducation 
centers, if they lose their trial in a private court.

 
The Private Police Insurances Jurisdictions
The jurisdictions of the private police insurances, will be anywhere in where they have 
headquarters or they have made alliances with other private police insurances. This will allow the 
cooperation of different police brands and they will capture criminals they have in common. The 
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only place where they will have no jurisdiction, is in a place where government exist. If a criminal 
escapes to a place with government, he got away with it. If a criminal from a statist place escapes 
to a free community, he can become a refugee there, as long he doesn’t commit a crime there. If 
he commits a crime in the free community, the private police insurances will capture him and will 
have two options. They can reeducate him or handle him back to the statist authorities that were 
looking for him. The same will apply to a free community citizen, that commits a crime in statist 
place and later becomes a refugee in a free community. 

Trials against the Police
Key Points
*What will these trials be
*How will these trials take place

What will these trials be
These will be trials in which a police officer is involved in a legal case. In other words, the police 
officer might be the accused or the accuser. The police officers, like any other citizen will have the 
right to have trial, so they will choose a private court.

How will these trials take place
The police will not have any special privileges and they will have to face justice. So if they get 
involved in a problem, they might go to court. It will be easy to sue the police officers. The shame 
and humiliation(some judges will have their own tv show) will make the police officers to behave 
correctly.

Reduction of Brutality
Key Points
*Brutality in these times
*Why we think that brutality will be reduced

Brutality in these times
Currently(2015) there is a lot of police brutality because the police is controlled by the state. The 
statists use the police in order to oppress the people not to protect them. The police is used in 
statist plans. We see the left-wing statists using the police for financial purposes(arresting tax 
evaders, confiscation of property). The right-wing statists use the police in their conservative 
plans. So that’s why we see the police beating up minorities and arresting people for owning 
plants that the conservative politicians don’t like. Police brutality is caused by statism.

Why we think that brutality will be reduced
Because our society will be libertarian, drugs, gambling, same-sex marriages and free immigration 
will be legal. The only thing that will be illegal will be to attack, kill, rape, steal or trying to create 
a state. So the only people that will be persecuted will be the criminals and statists. The rest of 
society will live in peace. The private police insurances will protect the life, liberty and property of 
the citizens. Due to libertarianism, police brutality will be reduced and even dissappear.

Vocabulary

A
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Abatido = Term used in security and defense, for those criminals that get killed by the security 
forces.

Activado = Ready for combat.

Activation = Preparation for combat.

Arremangar = To kill the enemy combatant.

Atorar = To confront the enemy.

B
Bajadorism = Confiscation of enemy assets(property, weapons, vehicles, money, etc).

Blockade = To place roadblock objects in front of the enemy, in order to ambush them later.

D
Dead or Alive(DOA) = Part of the criminal alert, that means that the security and defense forces 
are searching for a criminal. The criminal might be captured dead or alive.

E
External San Juanada = In the external defense, this is a term that means that private professionals 
from other fields will be hired, in order to create infrastructure and free market social programs. 
These professionals will create the programs and infrastructure in a foreign place.

I
Idurikation = Word that comes from the Basque language, that means ‘‘to look similar’’. This is 
applied in the external defense, in which the private military brand members will look similar to 
the local people of the foreign country in which they are doing operations.

In and Out Attacks = In the external defense, this is a term that describes small attacks on enemy 
territory, but they are not a full scale invasion. For example, a small aerial bombing.

Internal San Juanada = In the Internal defense, this is a term that means that private professionals 
from other fields will be hired, in order to create infrastructure and free market social programs. 
In order to avoid the citizens of the local free community from becoming terrorists or insurgents.

M
Missing Person Alert = An alert that indicates that a person is missing and that a search has 
begun.

N
Native Auxiliary Forces = In the external defense, this is a term given to the locals of a foreign 
place that are fighting against the state during the invasion of that place, as a response of an 
earlier aggression.
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Private Assistant Units = Groups of non-combatants that will create the infrastructure and free 
market social programs.

R
Responsibility Areas =  Zones and Areas controlled by the enemy combatants.

S
S.A.L.I.O = An acronym that means Sea, Air, Land, Intelligence and Online. This refers to the 
terrains in which the soldier will be able to fight. They learned this system by mixing tactics and 
training from all the different military service branches in to a single unified training course. 

Search, Find and Destroy(SFD) = Security and Defense tactics in order to find and kill the enemy. 

T
Topon = A term in order to refer, to the tactics used during gunfights and counter-ambush 
situations.
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